Investing for Service and Growth

Fulfilling Our Commitment:
Maintaining Service Levels
Through Fall Peak and the Winter

CSX is focused on addressing service challenges
Service Challenge
CSX service levels
have fallen below
expectations on strong
2014 volumes

Investment
CSX is adding new
resources to speed the
recovery and position
for further growth

 As CSX experiences the combined effect of Fall Peak
volume growth and continued strength in intermodal and
energy-related commodities, the company is working
relentlessly to progress actions to maintain operational
fluidity and move customer freight

 Although congestion remains across some of CSX’s
geographies, service improvements are still expected to
advance into 2015 as the company continues to:
— Add new, rebuilt, repaired, and leased locomotives

— Hire new train crew employees
— Accelerate capacity projects

Recovery
Network will accelerate
as additional resources
become available
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— Enhance operating processes

 CSX’s commitment to local service performance will
remain unwavering throughout Fall Peak and the winter

Given the current overall volume strength, Fall Peak
presents a seasonal challenge to service recovery
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— Grain – Harvest season, which is expected
to be a record this year, drives growth
across multiple commodities
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 Fall Peak is driven by heavy traffic
levels across multiple lines of
business, including:
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— Intermodal – Movement of pre-holiday
inventory, followed by heavy increases in
holiday parcel traffic, bolsters Intermodal
— Coal – Steam coal shipments typically rise
in the fall as utilities replenish stockpiles in
advance of winter demands for electricity
— Automotive – Auto-related shipments tend
to increase as manufacturers change over
their model year
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Fourth Quarter

Q4 vs. Prior Quarters

CSX remains committed to
balancing resources across
geographies and commodities

A balanced approach to recovery will lead CSX
along a sustainable path back to Service Excellence
Resource – Service Framework

 Resource and infrastructure
investments help promote service
recoverability and sustainability

Crews

 CSX remains highly dependent on
interchange rail partners, especially
in and around Chicago
Process

Infrastructure

 Even with advanced planning,
winter weather can cause
temporary service disruptions
Locomotives
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— However, improvements made to
processes and planning have CSX better
prepared for extreme weather

Resources and infrastructure remain a key focus
Locomotives
2014 Actions

 By the end of Q3, CSX had already increased its active locomotive fleet size by
approximately 400 units above the same time last year. The company expects to add up
to 100 additional units to the active fleet in Q4 through leases, rebuilds, and heavy repairs

2015 Plans

 CSX will add 200 new locomotives to the fleet, with deliveries starting in January, and
plans to return another 100 to 150 units through its rebuild and heavy repair programs
 The mechanical workforce is being increased to accommodate this larger fleet

Adding locomotives drives
up on-time performance,
aids in network fluidity, and
supports ongoing growth

Train Crews
2014 Actions

 Through Q3, CSX has already hired more than 1,250 new conductor trainees and the
company plans to hire 600 to 700 additional trainees in Q4
 CSX is also continuing to offer transfers, vacation buybacks, and retirement deferrals

2015 Plans

 CSX anticipates crew hiring and training will continue to be strong in 2015 to offset
attrition, improve service, and accommodate future volume growth

Incremental crews in key
geographies will increase
on-time originations and
arrivals and reduce dwell
across the Northern Tier

Infrastructure
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2014 Actions

 Five major capacity projects are expected to be completed in Q4: 1) new Selkirk staging
tracks; 2) three miles of double track along the River Line; 3) new Smithboro Interchange;
4) upgrades to expedite Cleveland fueling; and 5) new Northwest Ohio access tracks

2015 Plans

 Next year, CSX plans to complete a project to increase fluidity into and out of Willard,
finish Casky Yard, add another five miles of double track to the River Line, and conduct
preliminary engineering on additional Northern Tier projects

Terminal and line-of-road
capacity help streamline
interchange, improve
throughput capabilities, and
increase network velocity

Capacity increases at CSX’s locomotive shops and
service centers will support higher fleet availability
Capacity Enhancements to Locomotive  The addition of the Chicago facility adds
inspection and repair capacity along a key
Repair and Servicing Facilities
interchange corridor
Buffalo
Chicago

Selkirk

 Enhancements made to the Buffalo service
center increase the company’s inspection
and servicing capability along the heavily
trafficked Water Level Route

Cincinnati
Louisville

Nashville
Volume Increases
20 Million Tons
10 Million Tons
5 Million Tons
Facility Reopening
Enhanced Service Center Capabilities
Additional Labor Sourcing
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 Upgrades made to the Louisville service
center improve the location’s servicing
capabilities and harden the infrastructure to
better withstand winter conditions
 Additional labor sourcing at Selkirk,
Cincinnati, and Nashville add inspection,
repair, and servicing capacity to
accommodate the growing locomotive fleet

Maintaining fluidity at Chicago remains a top priority
Elsdon

 CSX is increasing utilization of the recently
acquired Elsdon Subdivision and initiating
alternative gateway contingency plans to
ease congestion
— Opening new Smithboro interchange by year end
— Using East St. Louis as another alternative route

Chicago
Smithboro

East St. Louis

 CSX is improving alignment with other
railroads through the CTCO*
— Multi-railroad team that coordinates actions
designed to keep Chicago fluid
— Weekly alert levels trigger specific action
requirements for each railroad

 Increased alignment aids in terminal fluidity
— A new daily scorecard has been developed to
provide a clearer picture of interchange health
— Escalation process has been designed to relieve
congestion through railroad-specific action plans
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*Chicago Transportation Coordination Office

Process adjustments will help mitigate winter impacts
Detailed winter action plans have been built and updated
for all of CSX’s operating departments


Advanced winter planning has long been an important part of CSX’s
Service Excellence process



Lessons learned over the past year have informed a more
exhaustive approach to preparing for this upcoming winter
Weather Indicators
Demand Indicators
Operating Indicators
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Triggers Response Actions

All of CSX’s operating departments play a critical
role in winter preparedness activities

Engineering
Department

Mechanical
Department

Transportation
Department
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 Adding switch heaters to new locations and upgrading and replacing existing switch heaters to
improve operational fluidity and reduce train delay along key routes
 Performing preventative maintenance on vehicles and work equipment
 Adding resources in key locations along the Northern Tier to improve response times






Investing in infrastructure improvements at locomotive shops along the Northern Tier
Hiring additional personnel to support the growth in the locomotive fleet
Increasing the supply of winter-specific parts on hand to reduce car and locomotive shop dwell
Proactively assessing the condition of locomotive components with high winter failure rates and
better utilizing onboard systems designed to prevent failures caused by extreme temperatures






Referencing divisional playbooks to guide actions prior to and during winter conditions
Adhering to updated terminal checklists for winter weather preparation
Conducting multiple network calls daily to assess conditions and trigger contingency plans
Readying rapid response teams to be deployed to field locations when conditions warrant

Customers can help ensure success


Help avoid unnecessary delays by “winterizing” facilities:
—
—
—



Help CSX maintain fluidity and serve you better:
—
—
—



Remove snow and ice accumulation from rails, sidings, switches, and lead tracks
Deploy salt to melt ice and ensure proper drainage to prevent refreezing
Ensure walkways are free of safety hazards such as ice and snow

Safely load and unload cars as quickly as possible
Have cars fully prepared to hook and haul
Ensure billing is completed properly in ShipCSX

Please communicate service issues through the appropriate channels
at CSX so we can better assist you
CSX is committed to growing with its customers.
CSX is continuing relentless efforts to restore service.
CSX is investing to deliver long-term Service Excellence.
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Forward-Looking Statements
This information and other statements by the company may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of
the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act with respect to, among other items: projections and estimates of earnings,
revenues, margins, volumes, rates, cost-savings, expenses, taxes, liquidity, capital expenditures, dividends, share
repurchases or other financial items, statements of management’s plans, strategies and objectives for future
operations, and management’s expectations as to future performance and operations and the time by which objectives
will be achieved, statements concerning proposed new services, and statements regarding future economic, industry or
market conditions or performance. Forward-looking statements are typically identified by words or phrases such as
“will,” “should,” “believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “project,” “estimate,” “preliminary” and similar expressions. Forwardlooking statements speak only as of the date they are made, and the company undertakes no obligation to update or
revise any forward-looking statement. If the company updates any forward-looking statement, no inference should be
drawn that the company will make additional updates with respect to that statement or any other forward-looking
statements.
Forward-looking statements are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, and actual performance or results could
differ materially from that anticipated by any forward-looking statements. Factors that may cause actual results to differ
materially from those contemplated by any forward-looking statements include, among others; (i) the company’s
success in implementing its financial and operational initiatives; (ii) changes in domestic or international economic,
political or business conditions, including those affecting the transportation industry (such as the impact of industry
competition, conditions, performance and consolidation); (iii) legislative or regulatory changes; (iv) the inherent
business risks associated with safety and security; (v) the outcome of claims and litigation involving or affecting the
company; (vi) natural events such as severe weather conditions or pandemic health crises; and (vii) the inherent
uncertainty associated with projecting economic and business conditions.
Other important assumptions and factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forwardlooking statements are specified in the company’s SEC reports, accessible on the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov and
the company’s website at www.csx.com.
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